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Most people think that there is too much advertising, that it makes us
materialistic, that it perpetuates stereotypes, that it plays on our fears of
not being socially acceptable, that it lies, exploits children and generally
corrupts society. While most of these criticisms are not altogether true,
there is some truth to all of them.
As an Arab society, we are embedded in a “Culture of Consumption”.
This term expresses the psychological thoughts behind the increasing
consumption patterns, not only in the Arab society but on the
international level as well. Advertising and mass media in general play a
great role beside the family in creating this form of unified culture
through presenting specific identities and marketing it by advertisers
(Shudson, 1983). Advertising helps in creating a large world of choices
and possibilities, driving the consumer to compare himself to others or
images of others, since people use consumer products as a guide in their
complex world where they need to find an identity for themselves. (Leiss,
1976).
Advertising plays a great cultural role in our society. It is much more
than giving us information about products and services, it tells us what
products signify and mean. It does this by marrying aspects of the
product to aspects of the culture. The products we consume express who
we are, they are cultural signifiers: the type of watch we wear, the brand
of athletic shoes, or the kind of car we drive tell others a lot about us. So,
advertising not only tells us about products we consume but it also tells
us what those products signify in our culture (Stern, 1992).
In order to comprehend the impact of all this advertising on society, we
must learn how to see through ads, for they are not just messages about
goods and services but social and cultural texts about ourselves.
Advertising is considered the mirror of the society in that it affects and is
affected by the cultural values of the society (Cohen, 1972). Advertising
is a powerful tool that promotes social and cultural change in the society.
The main purpose of this paper is to present an exploratory study of
critically reading the cultural content of advertising. The study is
applied on the Egyptian television advertising in order to discover the
cultural values it reflects and the ideological messages these ads
attempt to convey beside the sales messages.
This study attempts to be an introduction to a cross-cultural research
that clarifies how culture is manifested in advertising across different
cultures.
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Despite the fact that analyzing the content of television advertising is
more difficult when compared to analyzing print ads, yet, having both
visual and sound elements can enrich the analysis since some of cultural
values are transferred through non-verbal elements of culture.
Before discussing the issue of cultural values in advertising, we need first
to define the term “culture”. Hall, defined 'culture' as " the means and
values which arise among distinctive social groups and classes, on the
basis of their given historical conditions and relationship, through which
they 'handle' and respond to the conditions of existence" (Hall, 1987).
Another view of culture, focuses of culture as the integrated sum total of
learned behavioral traits that are manifest and shared by members of
society (Hoebel, 1960).
Hofstede (1991, p.5) has referred to culture as “the collective
programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group
or category of people from those of another”.
Yet, we can say that most definitions of culture revealed some
commonalties: it is not inherent or innate, but rather is learned; it is also
shared by members of a group.
In the context of this paper, we will adopt the definition of culture as the
shared set of attributes of any group, by which this group organizes its
living together, its environment and its solutions to the questions of the
society and pass it down through generations. These attributes are
dynamic and changing over time.
In analyzing the cultural content of advertising, we will apply two major
themes of analysis. Each theme concentrates on specific elements of
culture to be traced in advertising.The first theme is provided by Barbara
Mueller in her book “International Advertising”. She stated the major
elements that distinct one culture from another as follows: (Mueller,
1996).
Verbal language: Since culture influences the specific language spoken
by a group, it can be demonstrated by examining the vocabulary it
employs. Languages differ in their levels of formality since certain
languages depend on the gender and status of the speaker and listener as
well as the context of the conversation.
In Egypt - as in most traditional societies- language plays a great cultural
role. We tend to use more formal language when compared to other
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cultures. The new generations started to form their own vocabulary,
changing this type of formal language, and reflecting change in the
society.
Nonverbal communication: such as facial expressions, eye contact and
gaze, body movement such as hand gestures and posture, touching, smell.
There are a number of classification systems of non-verbal language. The
most important non-verbal elements are:
• Touch: Humans touch for a variety of reasons, and each culture has a
well defined system of meaning for different forms of touches. The
way humans touch each other in the ad expressing their feelings, and
the way they touch the product being advertised can differ from one
culture to another. Some cultures are known as low touch cultures as
Americans and the English, while Middle Eastern, French and Italians
belong to high touch cultures. However, care must be taken not to
overgeneralize since each culture –whether considered to be high or
low touch- defines for its members whom they can touch, as well as
when and where they can touch them. As for the Middle East,
inappropriate use of touch in advertising may cause problems.
• Space usage: which is how humans use space. Hall suggests that
each person has around him an invisible bubble of space which
expands and contracts depending on his relationship to those around
him, his emotional state and the activity he is performing. It is
categorized as intimate- that is used for personal contact, comforting
and protecting, personal- which is the invisible space separating
people from others, social- which is used by acquaintances and
strangers in business meetings and classrooms- and public distancewhere recognition of others is not mandatory. (Hall, 1987 p.12)
• Time symbolism :our use of time is influenced by culture. A
culture’s concept of time refers to the relative importance it places on
time. Each culture may be defined as either monochronic or
polychronic. Monochronic time means paying attention to and doing
only one thing at a time, where schedules often take priority over
everything else and are treated as sacred and unalterable. Individuals
raised in M-time systems constantly check their calendars and
watches, worry about being prompt for appointments.
Polychronic
time means being involved with many things at once. It is
characterized by the simultaneous occurrence of many things and by a
much greater involvement with people. In P-time systems, schedules
and agendas mean very little and appointments are often forgotten or
rearranged at the last minute. Middle Eastern and Latin American
cultures often exhibit P-time behaviors.
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Nonverbal communication regulates human interaction in several
important ways: it sends messages about our attitudes and feelings, it
elaborates on our verbal messages, it governs the timing and turn-taking
between communicators.
Needs and values: Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is highly applied in
advertising across cultures, since the needs that dominate a particular
culture are closely tied to that country’s level of development. The more
the society is developed, the greater the proportion of goods devoted to
filling social and esteem needs as opposed to physiological needs.
A number of different classifications of value systems have been outlined
for assessing the dominant values of a culture. Rokeach identified
eighteen terminal values that concern desired end states of existence and
worth striving for, and eighteen instrumental values that relate to desired
modes of conduct and represent beliefs that are socially and personally
preferable (Rokeach, 1973). Another classification of values is VALS,
which combines values and life styles (Solomon,1992, pp.498-499).
Researchers use several ways to identify and measure cultural values.
Pollay identified 42 advertising appeals, which researchers use as
dimensions for cultural values. These appeals are used for identifying
wordings of verbal communication in each ad. (Albers- Miller and Gelb 1996).
One of the basic dimensions in the construct of culture is the values
placed on individualism versus collectivism. Individualism simply means
giving priority to personal goals over the goals of the group. In
individualistic cultures individuals prefer independent relationships to
each other and individual goals that take precedence over group goals,
while in collective societies people have and interdependent relationship
with one another. The U.S. as well as European societies are known for
their rugged individualism, the belief that each person is an entity
separate from others and the group. Each individual controls his or her
own destiny without help from others. (Spence, 1985).
Hofstede developed a model that consists of four major dimensions of
culture: individualism, power distance, uncertainty avoidance and
masculinity. He explained that individualism reflects the way people live
together. In a traditional society where collectivism prevails, this
dimension may be seen as selfish. Individualism is highly associated
with independence as a societal norm; everyone is expected to take care
of themselves. Also related to individualism is the belief in individual
decision making; everyone is entitled to his own opinion (Hofstede,
1991).
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Using Hofstede dimension, one study found a positive relationship
between individualism and individual decision making and self respect.
The study also related collectivism to group decision making, belonging
and family appeals. (Albers- Miller and Gelb -1996).
However, most cross-cultural researches in advertising classified values
into Eastern and Western, or modern and traditional, appointing to the
major characteristics of traditional societies -as the Middle East- when
compared to Westernized cultures as Europe and The United Sates of
America (See Frith 1990, Mueller, 1987). This classification is the most
appropriate to our study since we can consider Egypt as a traditional
society that has its own distinct norms when compared to other societies.
Cultural values can be also divided into two groups: utilitarian and
symbolic (Cheng and Schweitzer, 1996). By utilitarian values, we refer
to those emphasizing product features or qualities, such as
“convenience”, “economy”, and “effectiveness”. By symbolic values, we
mean those suggesting human emotions such as “enjoyment” and “social
status”.
Researchers also classified advertising appeals using product use
conditions or what the product mean to the consumer: whether it is used
in public(as a car) or in private(as toothpaste). The toothpaste needn’t
reflect the prevailing collectivist societal value the way a car would in a
collectivistic culture. Therefore, the appeal that emphasizes individual
benefits (individualistic appeal) may be better in promoting the toothpaste
in a collectivistic culture, and the opposite is true- the appeal that
highlights the social benefits of a product (collectivistic appeal) may
work well for promoting the car in an individualistic society. (Zhang and
Gelb, 1996).
As we attempt to clarify the broad changes in advertising’s patterns of
representation through which people and products are brought into a
“meaningful relationship”, researchers provide us with a framework
which help us make sense of ads (Leiss; Kline and Jhally, 1990). Ads are
presented as ideal types to represent the prototypical formats within
which the person-product relationship is constituted. The person-product
relationship was forged within advertising’s system of meaning into four
basic communicative formats which help us understand the basic patterns
of integration between the semiological codes and the textual and visual
modes of representation.
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The first format is the product-information format, where the product is
the center of attention and the focus of all elements in the ad. The ad
contains visuals that emphasize the effectiveness of the product or
rational arguments pointing out the benefits of use, but it doesn’t make
extensive reference to the user. It may appeal to the efficiency of the
product, to the price, to the way the product is manufactured or the
objective of usage of the product. This format was the dominant type
around the turn of the century but has been declining steadily since then.
The second format is the product-image format, where the product is
given special qualities by means of a symbolic relationship that it has to
some more abstract and less pragmatic domain of significance than mere
utility. The product is situated in a symbolic context that imparts
meaning to the product beyond its constituent elements or benefits.
Therefore, this format works by fusing two composite systems of signs,
or two codes within the framework of a single message- the product code
and a setting code. These codes are not necessarily synthesized by causal
or logical linkages, but the symbolic association brings the product into a
meaningful relationship with abstract values and ideas signified by a
natural or social setting such as a landscape, the workplace, a cluster of
artifacts of daily life, a historic moment or a tradition.
The third format is the personalized format, where concentration is on the
direct relationship between a product and the human personality. While
in the product-image format people sometimes appear as part of a social
setting that transfers abstract symbolic qualities to products, in this format
people are explicitly and directly interpreted in their relationship to the
world of the product. This format relies heavily on the way an individual
or a culture identifies similarities and differences between persons and
groups. This process of social judgment assumes an “identity matrix”- a
frame of reference for personality categories.
The last format is the lifestyle format, where aspects of product image
and personalized format are combined. This format expands the identity
matrix of the individual into a framework of judgment for social beings in
a social context. Here, stereotypes are used rather than prototypes. A
prototype is based on attributions about the personality or characteristics
of a person(friendly, warm, intelligent). A stereotype is based on
inferences about the relationship of the individual to the group(class,
status, race), and the notion of group identity is implicit in judgments
about the individual.
The former advertising formats provide a good framework for social
analysis of advertising, since they represent the historical development of
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advertising techniques, where product-information format prevailed at the
beginning, then with the advancement in technology it was developed
into product-image, personalized and lifestyle formats. In a traditional
society as Egypt we expect to find differences in the use of these formats
when advertising different categories of products.
The second theme of analyzing the cultural content of advertising is the
framework presented by Frith (Frith, 1997). She stresses the importance
of examining the whole advertising message not merely the surface or
sales message. This form of deeper analysis allows us to discover the
broader social and cultural implications of these seemingly simple
messages. By analyzing both the foreground and background of the adas-text, it is possible to reveal the secondary social or cultural messages
in which the primary sales message is embedded. This means that the
background of the ad is as important as the foreground because it creates
the context without which there can be no meaning. So, we need to
analyze both verbal and visual aspects of the advertising text.
Frith suggests that there are three stages of reading ad:
• Reading the surface of the ad, which consists of the overall
impression that a reader might get from quickly studying the ad.
• The advertiser’s intended meaning, which is the sales message that
the advertiser is trying to get across. Some may call it the strategy
behind the ad or the expected meaning that a reader might get from the
ad; the meaning that the advertiser intends for the reader to take with
him. This meaning could be directly about the product or it could be
also about a lifestyle.
• The cultural or ideological meaning, which relies on the cultural
knowledge and background of the reader. This is how we relate ads to
our culture and to the shared belief systems held in common by most
people. Under this ideological meaning of the ad falls stereotyping
since it is based on cultural beliefs. Most sales messages are built
upon shared cultural or ideological beliefs, which advertisers rely
upon when creating ads.
In order to analyze the ideology or cultural beliefs in ads, Frith suggests
that we need to look at the power and control relationships being
depicted between the people featured in the ad. We must ask questions
about the roles people play in our society: who is in charge? Who holds
the power? Who is weak? Who is dominant and who is subordinate? Who
appears to have power or control in the story? How is power expressed?
Does one person have power over another?. These types of questions
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allow us to begin to see the deeper social structures that are circulated in
advertising and are unnoticed.
As we go deeper in ideology and culture, we find that advertising has
always been attacked by women organizations. They say that the
advertised woman is male-identified; she often desperately competes with
other females for male attention. This appears in the large percentage of
the announcers on the ads, even for female products. (Lont,1995, pp.121164). Adding a category that detects the dominant voice in the ad to the
analysis of ideology can explore the ways power and control is expressed
in advertising messages.
Social power is considered a key theme within cultural studies. This is
not to say that cultural studies merely reduces culture to power, nor does
it reduce meaning to ideology, but rather that it sharply refutes the
dominant theoretical traditions which have kept culture immune from
questions of power. Culture embodied in social institutions and practices,
shapes subjectivity and social relations. Social relations are “always
already” the embodiment of power relations. (Corner el als., p.54)
The first and second stages of “Frith” analysis of culture in advertising
are covered through detecting the verbal, non-verbal elements of
advertising, values used in the ad as well as the different formats of the
ad. However, the third stage that concentrates on power relationships
adds richness, deeper analysis of ideology and complements the elements
of culture provided by Mueller. Therefore, this study attempts to use the
elements of culture in addition to the power and control relationships
being depicted between people in the ad.

Sample collection:
Television commercials from the first and second channels of the
Egyptian television constitute the sampling universe. Two weeks’ worth
of television advertising is videotaped simultaneously during the period
of January 15- February 1st , 2000. This period is selected because there
were no important holidays during this time, so we believe that they are
quite representative of the average commercials on air in Egypt.

Unit of analysis:
The unit of analysis is each complete television commercial. Any
duplicate commercials for the same brand were excluded from sample in
order to eliminate any redundancies which may have skewed the
results(Cheng et al., 1996). Fixed ads (text on the screen and voice-over
reading), as well as ads of films, tapes of singers and theater plays will be
excluded.
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A pretest of about 10% of the usable commercials in the database was
conducted to test the applicability of the categories of analysis.

Coding:
Intercoder reliability will be measured by an assistant to assure that
coded data are assigned to categories in the same way (Priest,
1996,pp.99-100)

Research questions:
This study attempts to answer the following questions:
• What are the different types of verbal communication used in
television advertising?
• What are non verbal elements of culture that appear in our TV ads?
• What are the cultural values disseminated in advertising? What type
of values prevail: the traditional or the modern?
• Is there a relationship between the product use conditions and the
product category?
• Is there a relationship between the values displayed in advertising
and advertising format?
• What is the relationship between the persons in the ad? Who is
power and in control? How power is expressed?
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Conceptual and operational definitions:
Term
Product
category
Product use
conditions

Verbal
Communication

Non-verbal
Communication

Conceptual definition

Operational definition

These are the different
classifications of products
and services mostly being
advertised in TV.
It is the way the product is
used in the ad.
This
variable is directly matched
to the characteristics of the
culture since collectivist
societies
elicits
more
positive
responses
to
socially visible products and
the opposite is true for
individualistic societies (see
Zhang and Gelb, 1996)
It is the type of vocabulary
employed in the ad

Products and services will be classified into 8
categories: auto, beauty, food and drink,
household appliances, detergents, housing,
services, mobiles, other
The advertiser may select to show the product
in a private setting where the user alone
appears and enjoy the benefits of the product,
or he can select a socially visible setting.

It
is
that
type
of
communication that doesn’t
use spoken language such
as:
touch, space usage, time
symbolism. Frith referred to
time symbolism as precise
reckoning of time (Frith,
1990) She states that
traditional societies consider
time a “gift of God”, while
Western societies consider it
a commodity that can be
sold.

It will be classified into formal language that
enhances the status of the speaker and
listener, informal that use plain Arabic or new
vocabulary, or the use of a foreign language
to indicate that the product is foreign and
used in different countries or is used by high
class people.
In this category, we will consider the
following three areas as the most important
elements of non-verbal communication:
Touch: Touch will be categorized into: high
touch- which express close touches between
persons or between persons and products- or
low touch expressing the opposite.
Space usage: Because of difficulty in
specifically measuring the distance between
people in the ad, we will combine the four
categories into two:
1. intimate and personal distance: from
body contact to 4 feet, this is used for
personal
contact,
comforting
and
protecting. This is the highest expression
of thermal sensations and express close
relationships.
2. Social and public distance: from 4 to 25
feet, this is used by acquaintances and
strangers in business meetings and
classrooms. Larger distance indicates that
recognition of others is not mandatory.
Time symbolism: it will have two categories:
Monochronic time, which can be detected in
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Values in the Which is the dominant
cultural value used in the ad
ad

Product
information
format

The product is the center of
attention and the focus of all
elements in the ad. The ad
contains
visuals
that
emphasize the effectiveness
of the product or rational
arguments pointing out the
benefits of use, but it
doesn’t make extensive
reference to the user.

Product
image
format

The product is given special
qualities by means of a
symbolic relationship that is
has to some more abstract
and less pragmatic domain
of significance than mere
utility.

The

Concentration is on the
direct relationship between
a product and the human
personality. While in the
product-image
format
people sometimes appear as
part of a social setting that
transfers abstract symbolic
qualities to products, in this
format people are explicitly
and directly interpreted in
their relationship to the

personalized

format

advertising when Schedules take priority over
everything, checking the calendars and
watches, worry about being prompt for
appointments.
Polychronic: which is expressed by the
simultaneous occurrence of many things and
by a much greater involvement with people.
Here, schedules and agendas mean very little,
and appointments are often forgotten or
rearranged at the last minute.
Values will be classified into traditional and
modern. Traditional values include: group
collectivism, harmony with nature, respect for
elderly, formality, other traditional values.
Modern values include: individualism, control
over nature, fun and enjoyment in life,
informality, other modern values. (see Frith
1990, Mueller,1987).
This format may manifest the idea of the
power of the product through the use of
different appeals. Some of these appeals may
deal with efficiency of the product, some may
deal with the price, appeals that deal with the
manufacturing of the product, or deal with the
objective of using the product.

The symbolic settings could be either
“natural”- through a beautiful natural setting
which may help us imagine a moment when
we might use the product and transfer the
qualities that we associate with this natural
setting – or it could be “social”- through the
representation of a social setting that helps us
interpret the abstract connection between the
product and specific social qualities.
This format has a number of variants. One is
the testimonial in which the person’s
relationship to the product is based on
experience with use or consumption. In the
second variant, the connection between the
person and the product is made on symbolic
grounds rather through use or consumption-as
in Marlboro man who associates masculinity
with the product according to the personal
prototype he represents. The third variant is
the transformation ad, where people change
and make themselves better through the
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world of the product. This
format relies heavily on the
way an individual or a
culture identifies similarities
and differences between
persons and groups.

The lifestyle The aspects of product
image and personalized
format

format are combined. This
format expands the identity
matrix of the individual into
a framework of judgment
for social beings in a social
context. Here, stereotypes
are used rather than
prototypes. A prototype is
based on attributions about
the
personality
or
characteristics
of
a
person(friendly,
warm,
intelligent). A stereotype is
based on inferences about
the relationship of the
individual
to
the
group(class, status, race),
and the notion of group
identity is implicit in
judgments
about
the
individual.

Background
of the ad

These are the secondary
messages that add meaning
to the concept of the ad such
as social class of the ad,
number of people in the ad,
target audience

Power and Which is the relationship
between people featured in
control
relationships the ad. It clarifies the
different roles people play

possession or use of the product. Consumers
may be invited to imagine themselves in some
more idealized state. The fourth variant
places the product at the very center of social
interaction where the product is woven firmly
into the web of human social interaction
through romance, friendship, social status and
the family. An example is considering a
product a member of the family.
In one variant of lifestyle advertising, the idea
of social identity is conveyed through the
display of the product in a social context.
People, products and settings of consumption
are harmonized around a unified impression.
The other variant synthesizes the component
codes through a primary reference to an
activity (as leisure activities) rather than
directly to a consumption style, where the
activity becomes the central cue for relating
the person, product and setting codes.

The following categories will be analyzed:
Social class: which represents the coder
judgement of the socio-economic status of
either people or background of the ad. It will
be divided into high, medium or low socioeconomic class.
Number of people in the ad: which is the
number of persons who actually appeared in
the ad, whether they are groups of separate
persons.
Target audience: or to whom is the ad
message directed to. It is classified into:
female, male, both, child.
It will be classified according to the following
questions:
Who is in charge of the ad; which means the
strong and dominant personality in the ad: the
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in a society.

male, the female, or both.
Who is the dominant voice and/or the voiceover in the ad; is it the male, the female or
both.
How power is expressed; is it expressed
socially as for example willingness to satisfy
the opposite sex, or is it expressed physically.

CATEGORIES OF ANALYSIS
1. Name of product being advertised (serial number)
2. Product category: automobile, beauty and personal care, food and
drink, household appliances, detergents, housing, others.
3. Product use conditions: socially visible use, private setting.
4. Elements of culture:
• Verbal language: - formal , -informal, -use of foreign language.
• Non-verbal communication:
-Touch: high or low
-Space usage: intimate and personal distance, social and
public distance.
- Time symbolism: monochronic, polychronic.
5. The dominant value in the ad:
• Traditional values: group collectivism, harmony with nature,
respect for elderly, formality, other.
• Modern values: individualism, control over nature, fun and
enjoyment in life, informality, other.
6. Format used in the ad:
• The product-information format:
- Appeals that deal with efficiency of the product such as:
effective, durable, convenient, healthy, neat, other.
- Appeals that deal with price: cheap, expensive, other.
- Appeals that deal with manufacturing of the product:
natural or technological, other.
- Appeals that deal with the objective of using the product:
youth, safety, independence, family, community, other.
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•

The product-image format:
- Social appeals such as: accepted by others, status, sex,
modern, traditional, popular, distinctive, other.
- Personal and natural appeals such as: freedom, beautiful,
adventure, mature, enjoyment, relaxation, achievement,
other.
• The personalized format:
-Testimonial
-Symbolic relationship between the product and the person
-Social interaction.
• The lifestyle format:
-Social
-Reference to activity
-Other
7. The background of the ad:
-Social status of the ad: high - medium - low
-Number of people depicted in the ad: no personalitites, one – two ,
three-four, more than four.
-The target audience of the ad: female - male - both- child
8. The ideological message in the ad:
- Who is in charge: the female, the male or both
- Who is the dominant voice: the female, the male or both
- How the power is expressed: physically, socially
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Data analysis:
The study was conducted on 115 advertisements that were displayed in
the first and second channels of the Egyptian Television during the period
of January 15 till February 1st, 2000. Duplicated ads were not counted.
The categories of the advertised products were distributed as follows:
Table (1)
Product categories included in the sample
Product
Frequency
Percentage
Beauty care products
29
25%
Food and drink
55
48%
Household appliances
6
5%
Detergents
9
8%
Housing
3
3%
Others
13
11%
Total
105
100%
X2 205.48
D.F 8
Significance .0008
Product categories were set according to products widely appear in TV
ads. However, some products’ campaigns were not included in the
sample during the period of data collection. The researcher had to
combine some categories that had less than 2 advertisements in the
category of others. Examples of products included in “Others” category
is auto (one ad), mobiles (one ad), medicine (2ads).
Product use conditions in advertising:
79% of the ads- 91 ads displayed the product while used in a visible
condition, while only 21% of the sample- 24 ads displayed the product in
a private setting. This result coincide with the literature that proved that
traditional societies as Egypt tend to show some product categories in a
visible use condition to influence consumers.
Table (2)
Product use conditions in different product categories
Product category

Visible use

Beauty care
Food & drink
Appliance
Detergents
Housing
Other
Total

20
49
4
7
3
8
91
79%
D.F 16

X2 15.60

Private use

9
6
2
2

Total

29
55
6
9
3
5
13
24
115
21%
100%
Significance .4810
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Results indicated that almost all product categories prefer to display the
product in a visible or social setting. However, some of beauty care
products- 31% displayed the product in a private setting. This relates
mainly to the traditions of our culture since there are ethical restrictions to
the display of certain products as body care products in front of others.
Verbal element of culture:
Which shows the type of vocabulary used in ads. 95 ads- 83% used plain
Arabic referred to as informal language, while 16 ads- 14% used the
formal Arabic language. Only 4 ads in the sample used English in parts
of their script to indicate that the product is foreign or is used by high
class people. Results are represented in the following table:
Table (3)
The use of verbal element in communication
Verbal language
Frequency Percentages
Formal language
16
14%
Informal language
95
83%
Use of a foreign language
4
3%
Total
115
100%
X2 127.53
D.F. 2
Significance.0000
Non-verbal elements of culture:
As a traditional society, the literature expected to show Egypt as a high
touch culture that use close touches as kisses for greeting each other, and
expressing their love, when compared to low touch cultures as Germans
who exhibit very limited tactile contact in public. However, results didn’t
show that, since high/low touch elements in the ads were almost used
equally in the sample. 59 ads- 51% used high touch elements, while 56
ads- 49% used low touch elements.
Results also indicated that the large percentage of the sample showed
social and public relationships between people in the ad – 60%, 69 ads,
when compared to percentage of ads that used intimate and personal
relationships – 40%, 46 ads. This clarifies the type of social distance
between individuals that is likely to exist in our society. Distance
between characters in the ad asserts one of the traditional values of the
society-formality. Traditional societies tend to exhibit more formal
relationships with others when compared to modern societies.
As for time symbolism or the reference to the importance of time in the
ad, results showed that 82% of the ads- 94 ads didn’t give any indication
to time, while only 18% of the sample- 21 ads indicated clues of time
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passing. This result proves one of the characteristics of a traditional
society as a polychronic rather than monochronic society.
Values in the ad:
This variable is considered among the major elements of culture in a
society. Social values were classified as traditional and modern. The
results appear in the following table:
Table (4)
The dominant values in advertising
Values
Frequency
Total
38
Traditional values:
33%
8
Group collectivism
15
Harmony with nature
8
Respect for elderly
4
Formality
3
Other traditional values
77
Modern values:
67%
44
Individualism
6
Control over nature
23
Fun and enjoyment in life
2
Informality
2
Other modern values
Total
115
100%
X2 136.04
D.F 9
Significance .0000
Results show that modern values prevail in the Egyptian TV ads. The
most widely used value was individualism- used in 44 ads, which
concentrates on separate individuals and gives priority to personal goals
over the group goals. The second most widely used value was fun and
enjoyment in life- used in 23 ads, which focuses on youth and their spirit
of achieving enjoyment in life through dancing, singing and wearing
casual cloths. The third most widely used value was a traditional one:
harmony with nature, which was used in 15 ads. This type of ads makes
the natural environment- which appear in the background- an integral part
of the ad. This value may also focus on the natural ingredients of the
products. Most dairy products use this appeal to show that the product is
made of natural and pure milk. This appears in particular in the productinformation format when the visual and verbal elements focus on the
manufacturing process of the product and how it is made of natural
ingredients. Concentration on nature also appear in product image
formats where it joins between a natural view and the use of the product.
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Formats used in advertising:
Concerning the use of different formats in the ads, frequency tables
showed that:
Product- information format was used in 77 ads: 21 ads appealed to the
efficiency of the product, 20 ads focused on price as the basic appeal, 14
ads appealed to the way the product is manufactured- whether it is made
of natural ingredients or based on high technology, 22 ads appealed to the
objectives of usage.
Product- image format was used in 22 ads: 13 focused on creating the
image through a social setting, 9 ads focused on a natural setting to create
the image.
Personalized format was used in 38 ads: 24 ads used the connection
between the person and the product on symbolic grounds rather than the
use or consumption , 7 ads were testimonial using the experiences of
users of the product, 7 ads used transformational appeals where people
change and make themselves better through the use of the product.
Lifestyle format was used in 27 ads: 15 ads referred to social lifestyle,
while 12 ads referred to specific activity as part of a certain lifestyle.
The background of the ad:
Analyzing the background of the ad tells us about the culture of the
country that displays this ad. Several elements were detected here:
• the social class of the ad-which is judged through the socio-economic
status of the people in the ad and the background of the ad,
• number of people in the ad which indicate the presence of certain
values as individualism and group collectivism,
• the dominant personality in the ad-whether it is a male or a female,
• the dominant voice in the ad that includes the voice/over. This
measures the credibility of the female/male voices.
• The way the dominant personality express power over other
personalities of the ad, whether in a social way where others try to
satisfy him and win his/her love or in a physical way where his
physical presence is of major importance to the story or he/she
expresses physical power over others.
Table ( 5)
Social class depicted in advertising
Social class
Frequency
Percentage
High social class
53
46%
Medium social class
55
48%
Low social class
7
6%
Total
115
100%
X2 38.47
D.F 2
Significance .000
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Quantitative analysis of ads may reveal some facts we used to take the
opposite of it for granted. Advertising has always been attacked by
sociologists that it makes people disappointed through portraying the
ideal life and focusing on standards of life they can’t reach. However,
numbers indicate that both high and medium classed were almost used
equally in ads. By medium social class in this research, we mean the
average B/C class person who is educated, live in a decent and clean
place but not necessarily rich. Low social class were considered lower C
and D classes who are characterized by lower educational level, inability
or unwillingness to acquire certain products as a mobile or full automatic
washing machine. This lower class represented only 6% of the sample.
As for number of people in the ad, the results were as follows:
Table (6 )
Number of people appearing in advertisements
Number of people
Frequency Percentage
No personalities
8
7%
One- two persons
47
41%
Three- four persons
28
24%
More than four persons
32
28%
Total
115
100%
X2 21.12
Significance .0008
The largest percentage of ads- 41% focused on one to two persons. This
finding comes in consistence with the prevalence of the value of
individualism. The second largest percentage focused on groups or more
than four persons, followed by smaller groups of three to four persons24%, indicating the presence of group collectivism value.
The following categories indicate power and control relationships
between the male and the female, reflecting their cultural role in the
society.
Table (7)
The dominant personality in the ad
Type
Frequency
Percentage
Female
40
35%
Male
70
61%
Both
5
4%
Total
115
100%
X2 55.22
D.F 2
Significance .0000
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Results indicated that the male is the dominant personality in advertising
– 61%. A very small percentage of ads- 4% focused on both the male and
the female. Advertising has been criticized of concentrating on women
and using them in ads. Quantitative results indicated the opposite.
However, this doesn’t mean that women were not used in these ads, but
they were of less importance or they were not the major focus of the ad.
The following category will give more explanation to the phenomena.
Table (8 )
The dominant voice in the ad
Dominant voice
Frequency
Percentage
Female
31
27%
Male
82
71%
Both
2
2%
Total
115
100%
X2 85.58
D.F 2
Significance .0000
The past table indicated the sex of the dominant voice in the ad or the
voice who had done most of the audio work. Results show that the male
voice was widely used- either inside the ad or as a voice/over. This
means that in our society we consider the male voice as the most credible
voice, when compared to the female voice. The following cross table will
tell us which product category used male/female voice.
Table ( 9 )
The relationship between the dominant voice and product category
Product
Female
Male
Both
category
voice
voice
voices
Beauty
6
22
1
Food and drink
16
38
1
Appliances
3
3
Detergents
4
5
Housing
3
Other
2
10
Total
31
82
2
X2 10.74
Significance .8253
The table stresses that the male voice was used in most product
categories, when compared to the female voice. What is unexpected is
that in beauty care products – which is mainly directed toward womenthe voice who is heard in most of the ad is the male voice. This result
could be explained as a part of our ideology, where the male is a
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dominant character in society and the female always try to attract his
attention and win his acceptance. However, male/female voice was
equally used in certain product categories as home appliances and
detergents.
The following table will tell us how this type of power relationship was
expressed.
Table (10 )
The expression of power relationship between the characters in the ad
Expression of power
frequency Percentage
Physically
43
38%
Socially
62
55%
Not/ applicable
10
7%
Total
115
100%
X2 36.12
D.F 2
Significance .000
This category of analysis was hard to detect. However, the researcher
tried to put a precise operational definition for it. In some ads, you can’t
say that there was an expression of any form of power, therefore, the
category “not applicable” was created. The physical expression of power
is counted when the physical presence of the character is important in the
story, or when he/she shows physical power. The social expression of
power is counted when the story of the ad centers on satisfying the
dominant personality.
55% of the ads used the social expression of power, while 38% used the
physical power. This indicates that our society don’t prefer violence or
physical expression of power.
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Conclusion:
This research was an attempt to read culture through advertising. Results
indicated that food and drink, beauty care products constitute over than
two thirds of product categories that mostly use television advertising.
As for product use conditions in advertising, almost 80% of ads displayed
the product in a visible condition, compared to a small percentage who
displayed the use of the product in a private setting. However, the
research found a relationship between product use conditions and product
category since almost half of the beauty care products preferred to display
their product in a private setting.
As for the verbal element of communication- which is the language used
in advertising, 83% of the sample used plain Arabic rather than formal
Arabic. A very limited number of ads used a foreign language to indicate
prestige or to show that the product is foreign.
Non verbal elements of culture included touch, space usage and time
symbolism. Unexpectedly, content analysis revealed that Egypt is not a
culture that can be classified as high touch. Advertising displayed
equally the elements of high/low touch. Results also indicated that
intimate and personal space between characters in advertising is not the
most widely used space in advertising, but social and public distance
prevailed. This finding coincides with the literature suggesting that
traditional societies prefer formal relationships, in opposite to modern
societies who perform informal relationships. As for time symbolism,
82% of ads didn’t show any reference or importance of time. This
classified Egypt as a polychronic society.
The dominant value in advertising was found to show modern rather than
traditional values. The most widely used values were individualism, fun
and enjoyment in life –considered to be modern values, followed by
harmony with nature, group collectivism and respect for elderly which
were classified as traditional values.
Results also found that product-information format was used in 67% of
the sample. This format concentrates on price, efficiency of the product
and the ingredients or the way of manufacturing of the product. The
second format used was the personalized format which connected
between the persons and the product on symbolic grounds, as the
character of Madame Nazifa in one of detergent ads.
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Despite the fact that high social class constitute a small percentage of the
Egyptian public when compared to middle and lower classes, the
background of the ad displayed the same amount of high and medium
social classes. The representation of lower social class was only 6% of
the sample. The usage of high socio-economic status as the background
of the ad can be explained in terms of “trickle –down theory”, where
advertisers use high class connotations to be as a reference for lower
classes to imitate and have the feeling that the product will transfer them
to a higher class in the society (Wafai, 1989). This theory works well in
traditional societies where there is several invisible social classes that
distinguish each person. In other societies, as USA, the above middle
class constitute the majority and most ads are show this class.
Consistent with the prevalence of individualism value in advertising, 41%
of ads used one to two persons. Groups of more than four persons as
friends and family appeared in 28% of ads, indicating the preference of
advertisers to use group collectivism appeals to attract the consumer.
In reading ideological messages through power and control relationships
between personalities in advertising, results found that 61% of the ad
used the male as the dominant personality in the ad story, compared to
35% of ads that used the female as the dominant personality. That
finding was confirmed with prevalence of the male voice in the ad when
compared to the existence of the female voice. More than two thirds of
the ads used the male voice as the voice/over during and at the end of the
ad. This expresses the high status and high credibility of males in our
society when compared to the status of women. This finding forms an
evidence of discrimination against women despite their success in gaining
more social rights in the last few decades.
Finally, the expression of the male power over the female came mostly in
a social form, where the woman tries to get his acceptance or attract his
attention.
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Limitations of the study:
This study provides a framework for reading culture through advertising.
Many other categories could be added to enrich the analysis depending on
the operational definition of each category.
However, this study could have strong implications when used in crosscultural comparisons among different countries. This type of researches
is expected to be of great importance in the twenty- first century where
borders between nations fade and the world will become one unified
market. Advertisers will face the challenge of dealing with variety of
cultures at the same time.
The research is more of a qualitative rather than quantitative nature.
Using frequencies and percentages allows us to know the extent of
presence of each element being tested.
One of the major limitations of this study is the small number of the
sample –115 ads, due to the limited time of data gathering (two weeks)
and the high frequency of duplicated ads during this period. This is
mainly due to the nature of Egyptian advertisers to concentrate their
campaigns in certain months of the year and stop advertising at all in
other months. Despite the fact that some product categories were spread
during the past few months (e.g. housing and mobiles), they represented
very limited number in this study that couldn’t form a separate category.
The research needs to be done on a larger sample and extend to a longer
period of time in order to find out the correlation among the different
cultural variables.
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